LEADERSHIP
Inspire and mobilize corporate leaders who champion the economic well-being of their workforce.

Curate innovations that push the boundaries of what is possible at scale.

Showcase inspirational leaders who have changed their business practices and created economic opportunity for their employees.

ENGAGEMENT
Connect companies to dynamic peer networks that dig deeply into the challenges they face and the opportunities they have to advance the economic potential of their workforces.

Host both broad forums and specialized sessions, and inspire action, collaboration, and opportunities to learn and grow.

ACTION
Support companies that are committed to inclusive, equitable growth and the advancement of their workforces. Companies can engage in a variety of ways—from 1:1 guidance to robust partnerships.

Shape solutions that meet the needs of business and the workforce, drawing upon JFF’s deep expertise, expansive networks, and national scale.

Join Us As We Build A Future That Works Learn more at JFF.ORG
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